Challenges of Leadership in Teams  
July 20-24, 2015

Monday July 20

Leadership Challenges
9:00 Introduction
Learning Objectives/Challenges Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

Challenge 1. Competent Leadership  
The Leadership Development Model
9:30 Getting to Know Each Other Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

10:15 Break

10:30 Getting to Know Each Other Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

Challenge 2. Emotional Intelligence Project Design
11:30 Emotional Intelligence/Project Management Terry Schmidt

12:30 Lunch

Challenge 2. Emotional Intelligence Project Design
1:30 Emotional Intelligence/Project Management Terry Schmidt

3:00 Break

3:15 Emotional Intelligence/Project Management Terry Schmidt

5:30 Session Ends

Tuesday July 21

Challenge 3. Team Communication and Socialization
9:00 Socialization in Technical Organizations Ralph Katz

12:00 Lunch

Challenge 4. Leadership Challenges when Forming the Team
1:00 Leadership Development Model Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

Challenge 5. Leadership Self-Assessment
2:15 Leadership Development Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

3:00 Break

Challenge 5. Leadership Self-Assessment - MBTI
3:15 Leadership Development Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton
Challenge 6. Leading through Negotiation and Conflict Management
5:00 Challenger Video Bonnie van Stephoudt/ Clark Colton
5:30 Session Ends

Wednesday July 22

Challenge 6. Leading through Negotiation and Conflict Management
9:00 Conflict Management Clark Colton/ Bonnie van Stephoudt/ Amanda Dilenno
Exercise: The Challenger Shuttle
10:30 Break
10:45 Conflict Management Clark Colton/ Bonnie van Stephoudt/ Amanda Dilenno
Exercise: The Challenger Shuttle
12:30 Lunch
1:30 Conflict Management Clark Colton/ Bonnie van Stephoudt/ Amanda Dilenno
Exercise: The Challenger Shuttle
3:00 Break
3:15 Conflict Management Clark Colton/ Bonnie van Stephoudt/ Amanda Dilenno
Exercise: The Challenger Shuttle
5:30 Session Ends

Thursday July 23

Challenge 7. Leadership Mindsets
9:00 Coaching Skills and Mindset Management Gaytha Langlois
10:30 Break
10:45 Coaching Skills and Mindset Management Gaytha Langlois
12:30 Lunch
1:30 Coaching Skills and Mindset Management Gaytha Langlois
Case Study: How Do You Manage an Off-site Team
3:00 Break

Challenge 8. Unique Challenges of Cross-Functional Teams
3:15 Project Management for Leaders Keith Dionne
5:30 Session Ends
Friday July 24

Challenge 9. Leading In an Intercultural Environment

9:00  Leading in an Intercultural Environment          Lori Breslow

11:00  Break

Challenge 10. Gender Issues in Leadership

11:15  Gender Issues in Leadership          Lori Breslow

12:00 - 2:15 Lunch  The Intercultural Cocktail Party          Bhaskar Pant

Challenge 11. Leadership Assessment Strategies: Competency Development

2:30  Leadership Development Strategies
     Review of Learning Objectives          Bonnie van Stephoudt/Clark Colton

4:30  Session Ends